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Mr . ERIC ROGERS, 407 Magazine Street, front
apartLIOnt, advised that lie 'and his wife moved
into this
apartment on about Julv 16, 1963 and that OS17ALD
and his
wife were already 1 .1:~ving in the adjoining apartment at 4905
Magazine . ROGERS said that he was out of work and that it
was not until October 1, 1963 that he, ROGERS obtained
a part-time job at the Meal-A-Minute, 1000 Canal Street,
as a waiter . He said that up until he went to work he
believes that he saw OSWALD at least c~nce_qvery day, up
until the time OS17ALD left .
He recalls that OSTIALD had packed household effects
and clothes in a station wagon one afternoon and that OSVIALD's
wife and child departed with the woman who drove the station
Nvagon on the following morning . He said on the following
day he saw OSTIALD running to catch a bus on the corner,
carrying two suitcases . That was the last time he saw him .
Shortly after ROGERS moved into the neighborhood
he observed an individual whcm ROGERS thought to be of
Spanish descent called to visit OSTIALD . The exact time of
this visit not recalled by ROGERS, but he is certain that
it was before the time OSWALD was arrested by the New Orleans
Police Department .
ROGERS never saw any guns or firearnis in the
OSWALD apartment and never saw OSTIALD with anything
resembling a firearm . He recalls that although OSVIALD
spent the majority of his time reading either on the porch
or in the front room of his apartment,in the afternoons
he would walk to the corner and catch a bus going toward
the business section or would walk in that direction . He
said occasionally OS17ALD would walk up to the confectionary
since
on the corner of Magazine and Dufosset to -buy ice cream,
he would see him returning to the apartment with .it . He
said that OSTIALD always spoke Russian to his wife, in fact,
Mrs . OSWALD could not speak any English .
He said that it was rumored in the neighborhood
that Mrs . OSVIALD was pregnant at the time she moved and he
believed that on one-o-ccasion_OSTIALD took her to--a physician .,
The date and tim6_-of this visit was d6t--ii-ca -1-1-ed by ROGERS,
n to him .
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